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complete
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control.

CMMS Computerised Maintenance Management System
incorporating EAM Enterprise Asset Management 

.
 



The MOMENTA EAM, CMMS cloud System: for all your maintenance needs
.

Everybody readily reports what is done, this is nice, 
however many people especially in the maintenance 
�eld withhold dreaded information about what has 
NOT been done during the scheduled mainteance. 
these are often key factors to understanding the phe-
nomena; “this was just done last week... how can it be 
broken?” 

MAINTENANCE GETTING YOU DOWN - YOU NEED MOMENTA

Are your work orders, scheduled maintenance falling through the cracks?
Is your paper-based system cumbersome and not scalable?
Have a ine�cient process of  receiving maintenance noti�cations?
Mounting delays, mistakes are proving, time consuming and costly?
Are you meeting maintenance or industry requirements?
KPI’s are they being monitored e�ectivley?
Need to save time and money.?
Have correct maintenance stratagies for your assets?

 

HOW ARE YOUR MAINTENANCE STRATAGIES PERFORMING ?

With Momenta 
 Every maintenance task is available anywhere anytime.
 Momenta keeps you aware of what is not done. 



MAINTENANCE GETTING YOU DOWN - YOU NEED MOMENTA
Breakdown Maintenance is essentially no maintenance at all, Equipment is 
simply allowed to operate until complete failure, or where ine�ciency or prod-
uct quality problems force a shutdown. 

PERFORMING BREAKDOWN MAINTENANCE ONLY?

This poses the following....
 Loss of production staggering costs that cannot be recovered.
 Breakdowns are more expensive than planed repairs.
 Breakdowns generally cause longer down time.
 Personel or spares may not be avalible at breakdown.
 Catastrophic breakdonws can be safety hazards.
 Equipment life span is shortened on breakdowns.

REACTIVE MAINTENANCE - YOU NEED PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE
Its a proven fact that Reactive maintenance or Breakdown maintenance is 
common in most industries, that do not have Predictive or Preventative meas-
ures in place. Deemed cheaper over the short term, the loss in potential prof-
its, decline in quality standards, replacing instead of maintaining is one of the 
prime reasons why business will not be more succesful, due to lengthly stops 
during planned production times, this is most certainly one of the Productivity 
killers.

Momenta CMMS is 
 A�ordable, easy to implement, user friendly.
 Will help your industry to excel be, certi�ed, accredited,   
          and importantly Pro�table! 
 With Momenta preventative and Predictive Maintenance  
 tools on hand 24/7/365, Momenta will always keep your
          Maintenance Schedules up to date.                



 Everything you have ever wanted in a system.
 A proudly South African Product.
 20+ years experience in IT systems.
 20+ years experience in maintenance strategies    
 and practices. 
 Maintenance system for maintenance people. 
  A world class system at a�ordable prices.

SO WHY MOMENTA?

 
 A cloud based CMMS.- Hosted o� site no need for onsite servers.
 No need for dedicated IT sta�.    
 Data backed up at multiple locations.
 Your data secured with a 664 blow�sh cypher.
 Momenta cloud CMMS as SaaS “software as a service’ o� balance sheet   
 paid for as a service no large capital outlay.
 Scalable to all industries with our unique customisable module.  
 Quick, Easy inception and training.
 Cost e�ective only pay for what you use.
 Multi-lingual - Have Momenta available in your home language.
 Dedicated support sta� on call 24 / 7 



Time and Quantity based event tracking.
Incident recording and tracking.
New,Due,Overdue,In Progress and Completed status tracking.
Advanced asset structure from factory to component.
Document repository attach any document to any asset.
Document repository view maintenance instructions online.
Plant drawings attached to equipment for easy identi�cation.
SaaS Momenta is software as a service.
Full history tracking of events.
Assign Equipment maintenance responsibilities.
Multiple access levels for users.
Menu white labeling, allowing Momenta to �t any business.
Detailed maintenance and asset trees, for ease of use.
Multi-lingual available in just about any language.
Full Administration facility with user creation and management.
Control user pro�les to ensure they only view assigned equipment.
Bulk update quantities,eg: vehicle mileage. 
Management reports based on performance of maintenance e�ort, 
operator performance and many more.
Dashboards for a complete overview.
Extract data to Excel or PDF.
Maintenance schedules applied anyware in your asset tree.

SYSTEM FEATURES AND MOMENTA MAGIC



MOMENTA ADDITIONAL SYSTEM FEATURES.

Phone , tablet directly in to the Momenta system.
Link to Human Resources.
Linking in with contractors.
Linking in with suppliers.
Asset tracking.
Linking via PLC or RFID.
Time and attendance integration.
Link to the �eet management system.
Link to ERP systems, Accounting systems.
iPhone and Android appz enabling mobile users to input data to a cell 
Recording time and materials spent on maintenance actions.
Escalation procedures including ,Alerting system SMS, email.
Many of these features will become available during the coming months.

MOMENTA SYSTEM E.A.M ENTERPRISE ASSET MANAGEMENT

When you add users you can associate the user at any one of the top three 
levels. That will enable the user to act on and view all the assets below that 
node in the hierarchy. A user can have access to multiple assets at the as-
signed level. 

Management of your assets is provided through an 
Asset Hierarchy. At the top level you have the Factory 
Level and below that the Plant Level. The Plant assets 
contain Equipment Assets which in turn contains Com-
ponents. If you do not like the names of these levels 
(Factory, Plant, Equipment and Component) you have 
the ability to rename the Levels.



MOMENTA WRAPPING IT UP.
Lets wrap it up Apples and Apples. Momenta will..

Control your maintenance strategies.
 Let you know...
 Who is responsible for what.
 Who is accountable. 
 What is my liability.
Correctly time your maintenance that will be a driver for.
 Productivity.
 E�ciencies.
 Quality.
 Pro�t.
Assist in lowering your carbon foot print.
Lower your overall operating costs.

Momenta is..
Proudly South African.
Self customisable to your business.
Quick and easy to implement .
A�orable to any business, only pay for what you use.
No capital outlay.
Cloud and SaaS.
Available in virtualy any language. 
 



WEBSITE : http://www.momenta.co.za
EMAIL : support@momenta.co.za
PHONE : (27) 21 556 2116

Momenta EAM, CMMS is developed and maintained by Momenta IT Momenta EAM, CMMS is developed and maintained by Momenta IT Momenta EAM, CMMS is developed and maintained by Momenta IT 

PHYSICAL ADDRESS
Unit 3A The Avenues
Village Walk
Cape Town
South Africa
Cape Town

CONTACT INFORMATION
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